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Neural systems that identify and respond to salient stimuli are critical for survival in a complex and changing environment. In addition,
interindividual differences, including genetic variation and hormonal and metabolic status likely influence the behavioral strategies and
neuronal responses to environmental challenges. Here, we examined the relationship between leptin allelic variation and plasma leptin
levels with DAD2/3R availability in vivo as measured with [ 11C]raclopride PET at baseline and during a standardized pain stress chal-
lenge. Allelic variation in the leptin gene was associated with varying levels of dopamine release in response to the pain stressor, but not
with baseline D2/3 receptor availability. Circulating leptin was also positively associated with stress-induced dopamine release. These
results show that leptin serves as a regulator of neuronal function in humans and provides an etiological mechanism for differences in
dopamine neurotransmission in response to salient stimuli as related to metabolic function. The capacity for leptin to influence stress-
induced dopaminergic function is of importance for pathological states where dopamine is thought to play an integral role, such as mood,
substance-use disorders, eating disorders, and obesity.

Introduction
There is substantial evidence implicating dopaminergic neu-
rotransmission in the ventral basal ganglia in appetitive behavior,
consistent with its role in reward processing, in addition to its role
in responding to salient stressful stimuli (Horvitz, 2000; Tobler et
al., 2005). Examination of these processes in states of disease or
health is of particular interest given the current obesity epidemic
and high recidivism following weight loss. Obese individuals have
increased nucleus accumbens/ventral striatum response to high-
calorie images as measured with functional magnetic resonance
imaging (Rothemund et al., 2007; Stoeckel et al., 2008), but de-
creased activation of striatal regions to palatable food intake
(Stice et al., 2008). Acute states of hunger or satiety influence the
activation of the ventral striatum in response to high-calorie food
images (Fletcher et al., 2010) and future weight gain has been
associated with reduced striatal response to palatable food (Stice
et al., 2010). Additionally, the dopamine (DA) system is activated
in the response to salient food cues (Roitman et al., 2004) and

baseline function is altered in obese humans (Volkow et al.,
2008).

A number of biological systems are involved in energy bal-
ance, with the leptin system being one of the most studied. Leptin
is a hormone secreted from adipose tissue that signals satiety and
promotes decreased food intake and increased energy expendi-
ture (Halaas et al., 1995), with circulating levels proportional to
fat mass (Ostlund et al., 1996). Dopaminergic neurotransmission
in the ventral basal ganglia plays an integral role in the response to
salient rewarding stimuli, including drugs of abuse, sex, social
bonding, and food (Berridge and Robinson, 1998), and work in
animal models suggests leptin modulates central DA function
(Fulton et al., 2006; Roseberry et al., 2007; Leinninger et al.,
2009). Treatment with exogenous leptin reduces activation of the
nucleus accumbens/ventral striatum in leptin-deficient individ-
uals in response to pictures of food and activation correlated with
liking the pictures (Farooqi et al., 2007). Leptin is known to in-
fluence endocrine response to stress (Wilson et al., 2005) and
alter stress-induced food consumption (Appelhans, 2010). This
suggests that leptin regulates nucleus accumbens responsivity to
salient stimuli in humans and that this hormone is important for
motivational drives related to hunger that may be additionally
influenced by stress.

Given the role for DA neurotransmission in responding to
salient stimuli and the literature implicating leptin as a mediator
of central monoamine function, we sought to determine the re-
lationship between the leptin and central dopaminergic systems
using [ 11C]-raclopride PET in response to a standardized stress
challenge that robustly activates DA release (Scott et al., 2006;
Wood et al., 2007) and does not rely on food or pharmacologic
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compounds. Common polymorphisms of LEP were captured in a
custom-made array (Hodgkinson et al., 2008) and used to assess
interindividual variation in dopaminergic system function in hu-
mans using a direct measure of DA activity. Under those condi-
tions, endogenous DA release during the challenge is reflected by
reductions in the in vivo availability of DA-D2/D3 receptors from
baseline to challenge conditions, which were then related to LEP
polymorphisms and circulating leptin levels.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Volunteers were 50 healthy, medication-free, right-handed men (n � 22)
and women (n � 28) 26 � 5 years of age, with an educational level of
17 � 2 years. Subjects had no personal history of physical or psychiatric
illness, or substance abuse or dependence, and no family history of in-
heritable illnesses, ascertained by physical examination, personal and
family history, and review of symptoms. The Structured Clinical Inter-
view for Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV
nonpatient version) (First et al., 1995) was used to rule out undiagnosed
psychiatric illness and substance abuse. Volunteers did not take psycho-
tropic medications or hormone treatments, including birth control in
women, for at least 6 months, were nonsmokers, and did not exercise in
excess of 1 h three times a week and were not involved in competitive
exercise. All volunteers were instructed not to eat 3 h before the neuro-
imaging session. Half the subjects were scanned in the morning and the
other half were scanned in early afternoon. Women were studied in the
follicular phase of the menstrual cycle (days 4 –12 after initiation of men-
ses). Written informed consent was obtained in all cases. All of the pro-
cedures used were approved by the institutional Investigational Review
Board and the Radioactive Drug Research Committee.

Pain stress challenge
Pain was maintained for 45– 65 min after the administration of radio-
tracer by the infusion of medication-grade 5% hypertonic saline into the
relaxed masseter (jaw) muscle via a computer-controlled closed-loop
system, as described previously (Zhang et al., 1993; Stohler and Kowalski,
1999). First, the subject-specific parameters of the system for maintain-
ing muscle pain are established. This consists of measuring each subject
response to a standard bolus injection of 0.15 ml of hypertonic saline,
infused over 15 s. A suitable infusion rate is then estimated by comparing
the individual response with the mean response of 65 individuals ex-
posed to the same bolus. Subsequently, the adaptive controller depends
on feedback from the subjects. Subjects were required to report the pres-
ent pain intensity every 15 s on an electronic version of 100 mm visual
analog scale (VAS), with the lower and upper bound of the scale marked
with numbers 0 and 100, respectively, representing the range from “no
pain” to “the most pain intensity imaginable.” Based on the VAS pain
intensity scores provided by the subject every 15 s for the reminder of the
experiment, individual infusion requirements were continuously mod-
eled and updated to keep the present pain intensity scores in the target
range (40 VAS intensity units; range, 30 –50) for the full duration of the
experiment (Stohler and Lund, 1995; Zubieta et al., 2001). Infusion vol-
umes, required to maintain the preset pain intensity, were recorded every
15 s, and the cumulative infusion volume required over time was used as
an indicator of subjects’ sustained pain sensitivity. Using this model, pain
disappears 5–10 min after completion of the algesic infusion. To avoid
swelling and potential tissue damage, the maximum infusion rate was
limited to 250 �l/min.

Determination of single nucleotide polymorphism in the leptin
gene and circulating leptin levels
Before the PET scan, blood samples were collected into EDTA-treated
tubes. Whole blood was stored at �80°C until DNA extraction and anal-
ysis. Samples processed for hormonal analysis were placed on ice until
they were centrifuged for 10 min at 3000 rpm and 4°C. Following cen-
trifugation, plasma was aliquotted and stored at �80°C until assay. Cir-
culating leptin levels were determined using a commercially available
ELISA kit (Assay Designs) per the manufacturer’s instructions. Samples

from all subjects were run in the same batch, and the average coefficient
of variation for within-subject replicates was 3.2%.

Genotyping
Tagging single-nucleotide polymorphisms. A genomic region containing
sequences 5 kb upstream and 1 kb downstream of LEP, mapped to chro-
mosome 7q31.1, was retrieved from NCBI Human Build 35.1.
Haplotype-tagging single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were iden-
tified using a previously described design pipeline (Hodgkinson et al.,
2008). Four haplotype-tagging SNPs (rs12706832, rs3828942, rs7791621,
and rs7795794), located in intronic noncoding regions just upstream/
downstream to LEP, were genotyped using the Illumina GoldenGate
platform. Genotype and allele frequencies are shown in Table 1. The
genotype frequencies for all four SNPs were in Hardy–Weinberg Equi-
librium. The LEP haplotype block structure for these SNPs (Fig. 1) shows
high linkage disequilibrium among the SNPs. Due to the lack of allelic
variation in the rs7791621 and rs7795794 SNPs, we only included
rs12706832 and rs3828942 in our analysis and significance was set at � �
0.025 to correct for multiple comparisons.

Assessment of population stratification using ancestry informative mark-
ers. The samples were genotyped for 186 ancestry markers (AIMs)
(Hodgkinson et al., 2008). The same AIMs were genotyped in 1051 indi-
viduals from the 51 worldwide populations represented in the HGDP-
CEPH Human Genome Diversity Cell Line Panel (http://www.cephb.fr/
HGDP-CEPH-Panel). Structure 2.2 (http://pritch.bsd.uchicago.edu/
software.html) was run simultaneously using the AIMs genotypes from
our sample and the 51 CEPH populations to identify population sub-
structure and compute individual ethnic factor scores. This ancestry as-
sessment identifies seven ethnic factors (Hodgkinson et al., 2008). In our
study sample, the predominant mean (SD) [median] ethnic factor scores
were as follows: European: 0.65 (0.39) [0.89]; African: 0.12 (0.29) [0.00];
Asian: 0.11 (0.25) [0.02]; Mid-Eastern: 0.07 (0.17) [0.02]; and Far East-
ern: 0.02 (0.09) [0.00]. Since the sample was predominantly Caucasian,
the European ethnic factor score was included as a covariate in all anal-
yses to account for the variability in allele frequencies across ethnicities.

Table 1. Genotype frequencies for alleles in the LEP gene

LEP SNPs n, Genotype frequencies MAF

rs12706832 15, AA (0.30) 21, AG (0.42) 14, GG (0.28) 0.50
rs3828942 12, AA (0.24) 20, AG (0.40) 18, GG (0.36) 0.44
rs7791621 48, AA (0.96) 2, AC (0.04) 0, CC (0) 0.02
rs7795794 0, AA (0) 3, AG (0.06) 47, GG (0.94) 0.06

MAF, Minor allele frequency.

Figure 1. Linkage disequilibrium expressed as D� in the study population.
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Neuroimaging. Anatomical MRI scans were acquired on a 3 Tesla scan-
ner (General Electric). Acquisition sequences were axial SPGR inverse
recovery-prepared MR (echo time � 3.4 ms, repetition time � 10.5 ms,
inversion time � 200 ms, flip angle � 25°, number of excitations � 1, 124
contiguous images, 1.5 mm thickness).

PET scans were acquired with a Siemens HR� scanner in three-
dimensional mode [reconstructed full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)
resolution, �5.5 mm in-plane and 5.0 mm axially], with septa retracted
and scatter correction. Participants were positioned in the PET scanner
gantry using the orbitomeatal line aided by the scanner gantry laser lights,
and two intravenous (antecubital) lines were placed. A light forehead
restraint was used to eliminate intrascan head movement. [ 11C]raclo-
pride was synthesized at high specific activity (�2000 Ci/mmol) by the
reaction of O-desmethyl raclopride with [ 11C]methyl triflate; 15 � 1
mCi were administered in each of the two scans. Fifty percent of the
[ 11C]raclopride dose was administered as a bolus, and the remaining
50% was administered by continuous infusion for the remainder of the
study. Under these conditions, equilibrium conditions are achieved after
35 min after tracer administration (Carson et al., 1997). Twenty-eight
frames of images were acquired over 90 min with an increasing duration
(30 s–10 min). The total mass of raclopride injected was 0.09 � 0.05
�g/kg per scan, ensuring that the compound was administered in tracer
quantities, i.e., subpharmacological doses. Images were reconstructed
using iterative algorithms (brain mode; Fourier rebinning with ordered
subsets-expectation maximization, 4 iterations, 16 subsets; no smooth-
ing) into a 128 � 128 pixel matrix in a 28.8 cm diameter field of view.
Attenuation correction was performed through a 6 min transmission
scan ( 68Ge source) obtained before the PET study, also with iterative
reconstruction of the blank/transmission data, followed by segmentation
of the attenuation image. Small head motions between emission scan frames
were corrected by an automated computer algorithm for each subject before
analysis, and the images were coregistered to each other with the same soft-
ware (Minoshima et al., 1993). Time points were then decay-corrected dur-
ing reconstruction of the PET data. Image data were then transformed on a
voxel-by-voxel basis into two separate sets of parametric maps. In all cases,
these included a tracer transport measure (K1 ratio) and receptor-related
measures at equilibrium (DVeq). The DVeq measure was obtained using the
ratio of brain activity to activity in the cerebellum (Carson et al., 1997;
Watabe et al., 2000); f2Bmax/Kd (or DVeq � 1) was the receptor-related
measure [DA D2/3 receptor availability, binding potential–equilibrium
(BPeq); the term f2 refers to the concentration of free radiotracer in the
extracellular fluid and is considered to represent a constant and very small
value]. Baseline BPeq values were obtained from 35 to 45 min after tracer
administration using identical methods. BPeq values after the pain stress
challenge were calculated using data obtained 45–90 min after tracer admin-
istration. The reduction in BPeq from baseline to challenge periods is used as
a measure of neurotransmitter release and activation of DA neurotransmis-
sion (Carson et al., 1997).

Raclopride is an antagonist at the level of both D2 and D3 receptors. In
the dorsal basal ganglia, this radiotracer only binds to D2 receptors,
whereas in the ventral basal ganglia, one-third of the signal may be con-
tributed by D3 receptors (Seeman et al., 2006). Findings in dorsal regions
will then be referred to as reflecting DA D2 neurotransmission, and DA
D2/D3 in ventral areas. K1 and BPeq images for each experimental period
and magnetic resonance images were coregistered to each other and to
the International Consortium for Brain Mapping (ICBM) stereotactic
atlas orientation (Meyer et al., 1997). The accuracy of coregistration and
nonlinear warping algorithms was confirmed for each subject individu-
ally by comparing the transformed MRI and PET images with each other
and the ICBM atlas template.

Image data analysis. Differences between conditions were mapped into
stereotactic space using t maps of statistical significance and random
effects with SPM5 and Matlab software (MathWorks), with a general linear
model and correction for multiple comparisons (Friston et al., 1995). No
global normalization was applied to the data, and therefore the calculations
presented are based on absolute BPeq estimates. Only regions with specific
DAD2/D3 receptor BP were included in the analyses (voxels with BPeq �
0.2). To compensate for small residual anatomic variations across subjects
and to improve signal-to-noise ratios, a three-dimensional Gaussian filter

(FWHM of 6 mm) was applied to each scan. Significant effects were detected
using a statistical threshold that controls a type I error rate at p � 0.025 after
correction for multiple comparisons [false discovery rate (FDR)]. These
were estimated using the Euler characteristic (Worsley et al., 1992) based on
the number of voxels in the gray matter and image smoothness and the
extent of local changes (correction for cluster volume; FDR correction at p 	
0.05) (Friston et al., 1991). Numerical values for the changes in DA D2/D3
BPeq, as well as for the calculation of correlations and r values, were extracted
from the image data by averaging the values of voxels contained in an area in
which significant effects were obtained in the voxel-by-voxel analyses, down
to a threshold of p � 0.01.

Extracted PET data were used for ANOVA analyses of effects of SNP
genotype. The relationship between SNP genotype and circulating leptin
levels were investigated by multiple linear regression. Correlations be-
tween variables were tested with Pearson correlations at p 	 0.05. Other
comparisons are described in the text. Data in the text is expressed as the
mean � SD, graphs represent mean � SEM.

Results
Influence of allelic variation in the leptin gene on stress-
induced dopamine release
We identified significant effects of LEP SNP (rs12706832) geno-
type on stress-induced DA release in three significant peaks (Fig.
2), controlling for body mass index (BMI), sex, and AIMs score. A
large cluster was found in the right ventral striatum that encom-
passed the nucleus accumbens, caudate head, and putamen (x �
20, y � 18, z � �5; k � 1595; z � 13.33, p � 0.005, FDR
corrected). Additionally, two smaller peaks were found in the left
ventral striatum in a cluster that included the nucleus accumbens
(x � �11, y � 9, z � �4; k � 279; z � 3.82, p � 0.009, FDR
corrected), and the left putamen (x � �31, y � 4, z � 0; k � 635;
z � 3.74, p � 0.01, FDR corrected). No association among allelic
variants was found for SNP rs3828942, and the discussion of
allelic variation in LEP refers to the SNP rs12706832 genotypes
from here on out.

Data were extracted from the regions identified above for sec-
ondary analysis, which revealed that the GG genotype showed
greater stress-induced DA release in response to stress in the left
nucleus accumbens (F(2,47) � 4.11, p � 0.02), left putamen
(F(2,47) � 5.05, p � 0.01), and right ventral striatum (F(2,47) �
5.59, p � 0.006) in a right ventral striatum cluster that extended
from the nucleus accumbens to the caudate head and the ventral
putamen (Fig. 2). Baseline BPeq or circulating levels of leptin
were not significantly associated with genotype (F(2,47) � 0.37,
p � 0.7; Table 2). Although we did not find a relationship be-
tween SNP genotype and circulating leptin levels, the lack of as-
sociation may be due to interindividual variation in leptin levels
described previously (Licinio et al., 1997).

Plasma levels of leptin (ng/ml; range, 1.7–90.7; mean � SD,
18.1 � 19.6) were positively correlated with BMI (kg/m 2; range,
16.9 –37.4; 25.5 � 4.3) (r � 0.49, p � 0.0002). The above ex-
tracted data on allelic effects on regional stress-induced DA re-
lease were positively correlated with circulating levels of leptin in
both left and right peaks. As a group, women had higher circu-
lating leptin then men; however, a great deal variability was evi-
dent in both men and women. To determine the overall
relationship between leptin and dopamine, our analyses included
sex as a covariate. No significant correlations between stress-
induced DA release and BMI were obtained (Table 3).

Relationship between circulating leptin and stress-induced
dopamine release
An additional analysis was performed using a regression model
on a voxel-by-voxel basis, with circulating leptin levels as a re-
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gressor, including BMI, sex, and AIMs as nuisance variables. Cir-
culating leptin was associated with greater stress-induced DA
release in two distinct peaks (Fig. 3; Table 2). Significant peaks
were identified in the left anterior head of the caudate nucleus
(x � 19, y � 22, z � �10; k � 278; t � 4.74, p � 0.01, FDR
corrected) and a cluster in the left ventral striatum that encom-
passed the nucleus accumbens and caudate (x � �14, y � 4, z �
�9; k � 432; t � 4.97, p � 0.01, FDR corrected). The second
cluster was identified in the same anatomical region as the peak
identified from the analysis of rs12706832. No effects of BMI or
AIMs scores were observed, with no suprathreshold voxels even
when using a very liberal exploratory threshold of p � 0.05
uncorrected.

Contrary to the relationships with stress-induced DA release,
baseline DA D2/3 BPeq was not significantly associated with cir-
culating leptin, nor with BMI or AIMs scores.

Discussion
This study directly links the leptin system with central dopami-
nergic function in the context of a universal stressor, moderate

levels of sustained pain, in humans. Our results show that genetic
variation in the LEP gene is related to divergent DA release in
response to a salient stressor. Furthermore, we found a positive a
relationship between circulating leptin levels and DA release in
response to this salient stress stimulus. No significant effects of
LEP genotype or circulating levels of leptin on baseline DA D2/3
receptor availability were observed, suggesting that this effect is
selectively related to DA presynaptic function. Together, these
results suggest that leptin serves as a regulator of mesolimbic
dopamine system during stressful, salient aversive states.

Leptin regulates dopaminergic response to salient stimuli
An initial analysis focused on allelic variations in rs12706832, a
SNP in the LEP gene, reveals that GG homozygous individuals
exhibit greater DA release bilaterally in the ventral striatum in
response to the experimental stressor. However, to date no func-
tion has been linked with allelic variations in the intronic SNP
rs12706832. To further determine leptin–DA relationships, we
examined the potential relationships between circulating levels of
leptin and stress-induced DA release in data extracted from the
above analyses, as well as on a voxel-by-voxel basis. Extracted
regional data showed significant relationships between circulat-
ing leptin and stress-induced DA release in the regions where
genotype effects were observed. Circulating leptin levels were not
related to LEP genotype; however, this may be due to individual
variability of circulating leptin over time (Licinio et al., 1997).

Voxel-by-voxel analyses using circulating leptin as a regressor
and controlling for sex, BMI, and AIMs scores revealed signifi-
cant clusters in the left nucleus accumbens and left caudate head.

Figure 2. Dopamine release in response to pain-stress is differentially modulated by allelic variation of the rs12706832 SNP in the Leptin gene. The localization of changes in [ 11C]raclopride binding
potential–nondisplaceable (BPND) in the ventral striatum following pain-stress as they relate to individual allelic variation in rs12706832 SNP are shown on the left. The left side of the image corresponds to the
left side of the body (neurological convention), which is ipsilateral to the pain stimulus. Color scale relates to z-scores. The bar graphs illustrate the change in [ 11C]raclopride binding potential–nondisplaceable
extracted from the right ventral striatum and left nucleus accumbens. Data are represented as mean � SEM. *, GG � AG and AA (top right); *, GG � AA (bottom right).

Table 2. Circulating leptin levels by genotype

LEP SNPs Genotype Circulating leptin (pg/ml) F(2,42) p

rs12706832 AA 13.9 � 11.1 0.37 0.69
AG 22.4 � 24.6
GG 12.6 � 16.4

rs3828942 AA 19.8 � 23.6 0.58 0.63
AG 20.6 � 23.2
GG 14.5 � 12.6

Circulating leptin is mean � SD.
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The cluster identified in the nucleus accumbens with circulating
leptin was localized to the same anatomical region as the cluster
that included the left nucleus accumbens identified in the SNP
analysis. Baseline DA D2/3 BPeq was not related to circulating
leptin levels after full correction for multiple comparisons. These
data are in line with a recent report using [ 18F]fallypride PET in a
small sample of patients diagnosed with hereditary lipodystrophy
where replacement with leptin failed to alter DA D2/3 availability
(Ishibashi et al., 2012). However, the use of more liberal thresh-
olds of significance (p � 0.01, uncorrected for multiple compar-
isons) revealed positive correlations with leptin (controlling for
sex, BMI, and AIMs) and DA D2/3 BPeq observed in the ventral
basal ganglia bilaterally (data not shown).

Somewhat unexpectedly, we did not find an association be-
tween BMI and dopaminergic function. It is known that circulat-
ing leptin levels are positively correlated with BMI (as they were
for subjects in this study) and are proportional to fat mass (Ost-
lund et al., 1996). Given previous reports of the negative associ-
ation between BMI and dopaminergic function (Haltia et al.,
2007; Volkow et al., 2008) along with the linkage between fat mass
and leptin, we examined this potential association in our subjects.

Neither baseline DA D2/3 BPeq nor stress-induced dopamine
release was related to BMI in our data. Previous work finding
negative associations between BMI and DA receptor availability
has compared individuals with high BMI scores to those with low
scores (Wang et al., 2001; Volkow et al., 2008; de Weijer et al.,
2011), although there are inconsistent reports on the relationship
between dopamine function and BMI in humans, which may be
due to methodological differences across studies (Ziauddeen et
al., 2012). The work presented here suggests that neurohormonal
systems such as leptin may be more robust modulators of dopa-
mine response, and BMI may be a corollary of the physiological
changes associated with chronic disease. The subjects in this
study were healthy and had a relatively restricted range for BMI.
The discrepancy between our findings and previous work may
also be related to the type of food consumed or the pattern of
consumption exhibited by the individual (Wang et al., 2001;
Volkow et al., 2008), where highly palatable food choices that
stimulate the DA system would result in downregulation of DA
receptors in the basal forebrain and negative correlations be-
tween DA receptor availability in vivo and BMI. However, plasma
levels of leptin have been found positively correlated with CSF

Table 3. Stress-induced dopamine release correlates with leptin, but not BMI

rs12706832 Circulating leptin

Left NAC Left putamen Right ventral striatum Left NAC Left caudate

Leptin r � 0.40116 r � 0.35568 r � 0.44863 r � 0.63578 r � 0.48139
p � 0.0039 p � 0.0112 p � 0.0011 p < 0.0001 p � 0.0005

BMI r � 0.06688 r � 0.00087 r � �0.02378 r � 0.1745 r � 0.11603
p � 0.6445 p � 0.9952 p � 0.8698 p � 0.2355 p � 0.4323

Correlations between circulating leptin and BMI with dopamine release in peaks identified during the analysis of the leptin SNP rs12706832 and circulating leptin levels. Significant correlations are highlighted in bold text. NAC, Nucleus
accumbens.

Figure 3. Dopamine release in response to pain-stress is positively related to circulating leptin levels. Left, Localization of changes in [ 11C]raclopride BP in the ventral striatum following pain
stress as they relate to circulating leptin levels. Right, Scatter plots show the relationship between percentage change [ 11C]raclopride binding potential–nondisplaceable (BPND) in the cluster
encompassing the ventral striatum and nucleus accumbens and Caudate with circulating leptin. Color scale relates to t-scores.
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levels of DA in healthy individuals, independent of BMI (Hagan
et al., 1999), consistent with the results presented here. Collec-
tively, this body of research suggests that the relationship between
central DA system function and leptin may be additionally influ-
enced by chronic pathological states like obesity, where central
leptin insensitivity may inhibit dopaminergic response to salient
stimuli.

Leptin as a regulator of saliency
Multiple brain regions are involved in assessing saliency and the
emotional value of environmental stimuli that predict reward or
threat, including the nucleus accumbens, caudate, putamen,
amygdala, insular cortex, hippocampus, hypothalamus, and sev-
eral cortical regions (Breiter and Rosen, 1999). These systems
create a network that responds to stimuli of various types includ-
ing cued eating (Petrovich et al., 2005), pain (Scott et al., 2006;
Baliki et al., 2010), and other salient stimuli (Zink et al., 2003,
2004, 2006). Within these regions, several neurotransmitter sys-
tems are involved in the response to salient stimuli, including the
endogenous opioid and DA systems (Scott et al., 2006, 2007;
Amato et al., 2011). Dopaminergic neurotransmission in the ven-
tral basal ganglia plays an integral role in the response to salient
rewarding stimuli including drugs of abuse, sex, social bonding,
and food (Berridge and Robinson, 1998). Further, the dopami-
nergic system appears to be influenced by an individual’s meta-
bolic phenotype, as obese individuals show lower levels of DA D2
receptor binding compared with lean individuals (Volkow et al.,
2008), and leptin influences the neuronal response to salient
stimuli related to food in the diseased state (Farooqi et al., 2007;
Rosenbaum et al., 2008; Stice et al., 2008, 2011; Ishibashi et al.,
2012).

It has long been known that stress has the capacity to influence
the response to positive and negative salient stimuli. Pain (Gear et
al., 1999; Schmidt et al., 2002), acute stress (Abercrombie et al.,
1989; Cenci et al., 1992), and salient cues previously paired with
stressors (Pezze et al., 2001) increase extracellular DA in the nu-
cleus accumbens. Recent work highlights leptin’s ability to mod-
ulate the limbic– hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (LHPA) axis
at central corticotrophin-releasing hormone systems (Schwartz
et al., 1996), as well as the pituitary and adrenals (Walker, 2005;
Malendowicz et al., 2007). Leptin reduces basal ACTH and cor-
ticosterone (Nowak et al., 2002) and enhances glucocorticoid
negative feedback in response to novelty in nonhuman primates
(Wilson et al., 2005). Leptin-deficient ob/ob mice have elevated
corticosterone (Garthwaite et al., 1980), which is reduced by lep-
tin replacement (Arvaniti et al., 2001). Interestingly, leptin insen-
sitivity may exacerbate LHPA dysregulation (Collura et al., 2009).

Rodent models have begun to illuminate the detailed under-
pinnings of leptin’s ability to modulate responses to salient stim-
uli through the modulation of dopamine by leptin receptors.
Anatomically, leptin receptors are located in brain regions that
influence dopaminergic neurotransmission, including areas of
DA synthesis (Figlewicz et al., 2003), projection sites (Corp et al.,
1998), and via leptin receptor-expressing neurons of the lateral
hypothalamus that modulate dopaminergic neurons in the ven-
tral tegmental area (Leinninger et al., 2009). Depending on the
anatomical target, the role of centrally administered leptin in
regulating dopamine-dependent behaviors (Figlewicz et al.,
2004, 2006) and dopaminergic neuronal firing (Liu et al., 2011)
can be fairly nuanced. The positive association we report between
circulating leptin and dopamine release in humans parallels re-
ports of systemically administered leptin enhancing neurobehav-
ioral responses to dopamine-activating compounds (Fulton et

al., 2006) and dopaminergic neuronal activity (Roseberry et al.,
2007), which is most evident during activation of the system as
opposed to basal conditions.

The relationship among leptin, dopamine, and stress is in-
triguing from a functional standpoint, as hunger interacts with
the energy content of food and modulates activation of several
limbic regions, including the caudate and putamen in humans
(Siep et al., 2009). In addition, higher circulating leptin was asso-
ciated with lower snack consumption following stress, and was
not a significant predictor of overall or stress-induced changes in
hunger (Appelhans, 2010). Reward signaling and sensitivity were
lower following stress, which coincided with increased energy
intake from foodstuffs that had a higher subjective crispness and
fullness of taste (Born et al., 2010). Together, these results suggest
that stress interacts with the leptin system’s ability to modulate
the dopaminergic response to salient cues and may have implica-
tions for stress-induced eating. Further, effective leptin signaling
to central dopaminergic systems may facilitate an individual’s
ability to attend to other salient cues (e.g., threat, stress, mating
opportunities) en lieu of salient food-related cues.

The studies presented here implicate leptin in the regulation
of the dopaminergic system in response to salient stress stimuli
not directly linked to food. Effective leptin signaling to the central
dopaminergic systems may influence an individual’s ability to
attend to other salient cues, which appears to be influenced by
biological changes secondary to disease and stress. Given the cur-
rent rates of obesity, modulation of dopaminergic response to
salient stimuli by hormones that regulate energy balance will have
implications for the treatment of obesity and related diseases.
Future examination of these processes, including a more detailed
mapping of LEP polymorphisms to DA function, appears war-
ranted, given the role of the dopaminergic system in a number of
pathological states that involve a dysregulation of motivated be-
havior, such as substance use, eating, and mood disorders.
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